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Search engines are often a first destination for
consumer inspiration, research or purchase needs.
Having a presence in search enables businesses and
brands to tap into these user needs. It is one of the
few channels where users have indicated active
intent toward a product or brand. This unique
behaviour makes consumers more likely to engage
with advertising.

OBJECTIVE

DEFINITION

This playbook is designed to
provide decision makers with
the information and resources
necessary to take advantage of
Digital Search advertising
opportunities.

There are two prongs associated to
search advertising defined as below:

According to Google's Internal Data from 2019, 86%
of global sales are still happening in the bricks and
mortar stores but 90% of global shoppers said they
searched online prior to going in store. New
Zealand's total online spend was $4.67b based on
Datamine’s transactional card data from 2019.

IAB and the members of its
Digital Effectiveness Council has
pursued a goal of educating
marketers and agencies,
creatives, planners and buyers
about search advertising
opportunities and discussing
best practices and guidelines for
building highly successful
search campaigns.

In recent times, there have been significant
behavioral changes in the shopping habits of New
Zealanders with more users opting for new ways of
shopping such as the hybrid method of click and
collect and home delivery options to suit busy lives
which search plays a significant role in the consumer
path to purchase.

1.

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING (SEM)
or also known as Paid Search. SEM is
a form of paid internet marketing
that involves the promotion of
websites and products by increasing
their visibility in search engine
results pages (SERPs).

2.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION
(SEO) or also know as Organic
Search is the process of optimising
your website to get higher rankings
in search results and to increase the
quality/quantity of unpaid traffic to
your site.

*Source Google/Kantar Q4 2019
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“Search connects people
with brands and businesses.
82% of New Zealanders use
a search engine via their
smartphone to search for a
local business”

In today’s ever changing consumer landscape, Search provides an adaptable
tool to reach a target audience who are actively seeking information. Search
advertising has the foundations to reach a hyperlocal group of users and
generate leads in a cost-effective way.
Search engine advertising enables businesses and brands to reach their
desired audiences via a Pay Per Click model (PPC). While search advertising is
a form of digital advertising it still serves the bricks and mortar stores as well as
driving site traffic, generating leads and conversions.
In paying to appear atop of the Search Engine Result Page (SERP), search
enables brands to be visible in highly competitive verticals, where brands are
fighting for attention.

Source: Logic1, NZ Consumer Behaviour & Online Shopping Trends, March 2019
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The path to purchase is becoming
increasingly complex with consumers
becoming more curious, demanding and
impatient when it comes to making
purchase decisions.
Search advertising can assist with all
aspects of the path to purchase, providing
inspiration, research and validation.

Understanding where users are in their
journey based on their search queries
provides marketers a clear and distinct
opportunity to connect with an audience.
Messaging and content should be tailored
to these queries, being as relevant to the
consumer need as possible to drive the
greatest result.

HOW SEARCH REACHES USERS:
USER BEHAVIOUR

USER ACTION

ONLINE SEARCH FUNCTION

Inspiration

Finds need / want

Provide brand awareness

Research

Seeks more information

Create desire

Validate

Competitive reviews

Drive consideration

Purchase

Locate desired item

Complete lead / sale

HOW SEARCH REACHES OBJECTIVES:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Generate leads
Drive offline sales
Drive online sales
Increase awareness
Drive app installs & re-engagement

2019 Pureprofile and Acast survey in NZ
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User enters their search query, which
kick starts the search algorithm to
display the best results.

Results & ads then load based on the
keyword advertisers have selected and
how much they have bid, taking into
account the competitors in the auction.
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Search is an effective channel in
capturing users with active intent,
however tactics can be applied to
best engage users wherever they
are in the purchase cycle.
Common strategies include Brand
Campaigns, Generic Campaigns
and Competitor Campaigns.
When optimising your search
activity, advertisers have the choice
to manually set bids, however
optimisation toward Clicks,
Conversions or Impression Share is
recommended dependent on your
objectives

BRAND

GENERIC

CONQUESTING

Brand search captures
users who already have the
advertiser on their
competitor set.

Generic search captures
users further up the
funnel. These queries
indicate a user is earlier in
the research phase.

Conquesting campaigns
involve directly bidding on
competitor brand terms in
attempt to capture market
share.

These keywords are often
more competitive and
therefore more costly
compared to brand
keywords.

This tactic is the most
costly, given your content is
less relevant to a users
search query, which you are
penalised for.

In order to drive down the
cost it’s recommended to
have both ad copy and
landing pages relevant to
these keywords.

Given the higher cost
advertisers should consider
its inclusion carefully. If a
competitor is bidding on
your brand terms, you
should request they stop
before “retaliating” in kind.
This creates a price war for
costly traffic.

This tactic helps own the
SERP page, maximising
potential real estate and
ensuring a user does not
land on a competitors site.
This tactic is often debated
in marketing circles, with
marketing managers
questioning the need to
bid on brand where they
rank strong organically.

Example: Best SUVs,
Affordable SUVs etc.
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Users are more curious, impatient and
demanding than ever before. People
are wanting information
instantaneous at their fingertips.

SEARCH ENGINES
Share of search engines in NZ

In New Zealand we see the majority of
these searches taking place across
Google with their market share taking
up the majority at around 94%.
Smaller numbers come from other
search engines such as Bing, Yahoo,
DuckDuckGo and Ecosia.
Where users are searching should
also be considered. With Google
stating 43% of searches are done on
mobile, understanding that users are
often searching at the point sale
(brick and mortar store) might
influence what copy is displayed on
which device.

Other

Source: StatCounter Global Stats: Search Engine Market Share New Zealand from Jan 2020 - Jan 2021
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SEARCH SERVICES CAN BE FURTHER CATEGORISED:
PAID SEARCH ADS

BUSINESS LISTINGS

ORGANIC RESULTS

Paid search ads usually appear at the
top of the search results page and can
be identified by being labelled as an
Ad.

Some search engines offer business
listings so these can appear under the
ads.

The search engines algorithm will then
show any other results by relevance
and list them in order.
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Paid Search Ads appear at the top of the
Search Engine Results Page. These ads drive
a high Click Through Rate, with the top
advertisement the most sought-after
position.
Where an ad is displayed on the SERP is
determined by the Quality Score of the
keyword and the advertiser bid.
Organic Results appear below the paid
search ads. These listings are earned due to
the relevance of the landing page to the
users search query.

Advertisers should invest in Search Engine
Optimisation (SEO) as the majority of traffic
driven to site occurs from the first page of
Google, again with the higher up in the
SERP the better the Click Through Rate.
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While this Playbook is focused on the paid elements of search,
it’s important to understand the synergy between both SEM
(paid) and SEO (earned) search disciplines.

and organic is to gain visibility, appearing in prominent positions
on search engine results pages and driving relevant traffic to site.

By having an integrated approach, you can drive stronger
performance and overall efficiency versus having your paid and
organic search strategies separate. The goal of both paid search

SEO

SEM

Technical audit to
resolve underlying
crawlability issues
that affect user
experience and
landing page
performance.

Using historical
Organic traffic
data to identify
seasonal trends,
peaks in bookings.

Perform SEO
keyword
research and
ranking analysis,
exchange
keyword data
with SEM team.

Campaign
strategy,
execution and ad
copy testing for
integration
learnings.

However, both channels have very different approaches when it
comes to optimisation. Utilising insights gained from each channel
through analytics and reporting can drive substantial results.

SEO optimization
and enhancement
of landing pages
content to
improve SEM
Quality Scores.

Campaign
performance
monitoring to
identify high
CPC and lowquality score
pages for SEO.

Content strategy
and competitor
analysis for
development of
new content to
target broader
range keywords.

Bid management
and shared
learnings with
SEO to achieve
target KPIs.

Ongoing
monitoring of site
technical hygiene
and consultancy to
ensure smooth
running of site.

Integrated SEM
and SEO monthly
reports. Review.
Revise. Repeat.
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Google shopping ads
appear at the top or to the
right-hand side of a
product related search.
Also known as Product List
Ads (PLA), they allow users
to navigate directly to a
product page, shortening
the path to conversion.
Retailers submit product
information via the Google
Merchant Centre through
a product feed.

89%
Google Shopping ads
generate 89% of nonbrand paid search clicks
for retail

Z

Items show based on
relevance to a users search
query, similar to how text
ads are displayed.

Source: Merkle Digital Marketing Report for their retail practice (Q1:14-Q1:20)
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There are numerous ways to
measure the success of a
search campaign.
With unique metrics specific
to search, the in platform
reporting provides a solid
base indication of whether
activity delivered to the
intended results.
Because the role for search is
often to drive traffic to site,
analytic platforms also paint a
good picture of success as
they provide greater visibility
of behaviour beyond a click.
For the more advanced
campaigns, advertisers can
also measure whether search
activity drives offline action
via footfall attribution.

IN PLATFORM
METRICS
Reporting within the
native search interface
can tell you top level
media metrics such as
Amount Spent, Cost Per
Click and Click Through
Rate. While important,
these metrics are not
unique to search.
Metrics such as Search
Impression Share,
Impression Share lost
due to Rank or to
Budget are also useful
metrics to understand
the level opportunity
and whether you can
spend more with your
existing search structure.

ANALYTIC METRICS
Driving traffic to site is great, however
it’s the action a user takes onsite or
how engaged they are with the
content which should be most
important to an advertiser.
Reviewing campaign performance
within the analytic platform (Google
and Google Ads can be linked) should
be mandatory for all search activity.
Understanding the Bounce Rate
(whether users engaged onsite or left),
average number of pages visited and
average session duration are common
metrics to review performance.
Setting up “Goals” and “Events” in
Google analytics provides a view of
specific actions taken onsite unique to
your website. These can be imported
into Google Ads and optimised toward
for a Conversion Led Campaign.

FOOTFALL
ATTRIBUTION
Google Ads can track
whether users who have
clicked an ad later visit a
store.
By connecting your Google
Ads and Google My Business
accounts, advertisers can
measure and report on
footfall attribution, utilisIng
the location data of a user’s
mobile device.
Stores can also upload sales
information including
customer information (email,
phone number etc.), which
can be matched against
Google logged in data to
help attribute offline
conversions to online actions.
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Search campaigns contain
several elements that are
pulled together to create
the overall campaign.
Campaigns can be pulled
together via self-service
platforms provided by the
search engine or a thirdparty vendor can be
engaged to build and
manage campaigns.
The fundamentals of a
successful campaign rely
on all required aspects to
be aligned, rather than just
relying on keywords alone.

KEYWORDS &
TARGETING

CREATIVE

BIDDING &
BUDGETS

Keywords are pulled from the
search terms users are
entering to find information.
Targeting the right keywords
to result in positive results is
imperative to the success of
the campaign.

Text in the creative needs to be
short and concise adhering to
minimum character
thresholds. Extensions such as
site links, callouts, snippets
and numbers can be added for
greater visibility and
performance.

OPTIMISATION

MEASUREMENT

ATTRIBUTION

Campaigns can be optimised
manually by making human
adjustments to campaigns
tweaking keywords, creative
and budgets. There is also an
element of machine learning
that takes place automating
aspects of the campaign via
performance and
engagement.

Measurement can be broken
out into conversion rates from
those sales or leads taken
place after users clicked on a
search ad by either website
sales or in-store sales assisted
by an ad.

Campaigns can also be
tracked according to the
quality of the conversion and
where it came from. Different
models of attribution such as
last click / post click / time
decay can be tracked via an
analytics system programmed
into the backend of a brands
website.

Ads are served against
searches containing relevant
keywords and budget are set
according to what the
advertiser is prepared to pay
for each click.
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Targeting within search is
often limited to the
keyword set you use
within your campaigns
(excluding geographies).

DEVICE TARGETING

REMARKETING

DEMOGRAPHIC

Understanding the user
journey and how users are
most likely to convert is
important.

Users are showing active
intent by searching these
keywords, so you might
not wish to exclude
anyone indicating such
high-value behaviour.

Search campaigns can be
built to exclude specific
devices (Desktop, Mobile and
Tablet), if any one platform is
less likely to perform versus
another.

Remarketing for Search or
(RSLA) provides the
opportunity to re-engage an
audience which have
previously landed onsite or
performed a desired action.

Similar to device targeting,
advertisers have the
opportunity to include or
external specific demographics.
Again, a bid modifier strategy is
encouraged here instead.

That said, there are some
targeting strategies that
can and should be
considered:

However best practice would
encourage an advertiser to
apply “bid modifiers” to
specific devices, instead
encouraging to increase or
decrease bids on a specific
device given its priority, rather
than to outright exclude its
inclusion.

This tactic is powerful as it
allows advertisers to tailor
messaging to users they know
have previously engaged,
potentially driving them to
more specific landing pages or
even providing unique offers.
An example might be generic
ad copy for a first-time
searcher but including a price
point for those who have
previously landed onsite.

AFFINITY
AUDIENCES
Affinity audiences are those
Google has defined as showing
an interest in a specific
category. While not common
to be included in search ads (as
a users search behaviour is a
strong reflection of intent),
these can be layered as bid
modifiers to ensure hyper
relevant audience are targeted.
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Search engines use an algorithm that serves ads
based on how it ranks them in priority. It takes
into account two main aspects of the campaign.
Maximum Bid: Based on the maximum amount
the advertiser willing to pay for each click.

Quality Score: The Quality Score is made up of
three components which determines how
relevant and effective the ad will be based on
the following:
● Ad Relevance - does the ad match the
landing page content and offer a good user
experience?

● Expected CTR - will the ad generate a high

MAX BID
The maximum
amount that
advertisers are
willing to spend for
each ad-click.

QUALITY
SCORE

AD RANK

How relevant is the
Ad to the search
query?

The score used to
rank ads against
each other.

Is the landing page
relevant to the
user?

amount of traffic?

● Landing Page Experience - does the website
load quickly, relate to the text in the ad and
provide a good user experience?
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This Playbook was created
by the IAB New Zealand
Digital Effectiveness Council
in collaboration with the IAB
New Zealand.
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